
                        WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.29/93)
                          - Prepared by King Cheng

ATTENTION:
PART TWO OF ATV'S DOCUMENTARY ON UST CAN BE SEEN DURING THE NEWS MAGAZINE
PROGRAMME ON THE CHINESE CHANNEL BETWEEN 9.30  AND 10.30 PM TONIGHT
(THURSDAY).
PART TWO OF THIS 45-MINUTE SPECIAL DOCUMENTARY WILL FOCUS ON UST'S RESEARCH
PROJECTS, WHILE THE CONCLUSION OF THE DOCUMENTARY, WHICH CAN BE SEEN AT THE
SAME PROGRAMME NEXT WEEK WILL FOCUS ON THE VIEWS OF THE PUBLIC ON UST.

1.   ATV documentary on UST (part one)
          Part one of this 45-minute documentary (15/7) featured UST's
          effort in building up the post-graduate programmes. The
          documentary began with VC/P unveiling our mascot - Apollo, the
          robot. Several PG students were interviewed to talk about on-going
          research projects at UST.

2.   JUPAS 1993 admissions
          Three papers (15/7), including Sing Tao Daily, the Express, and
          Ming Pao reported that JUPAS had released this year's conditional
          offer results. Sing Tao Daily and Wah Kiu Yat Po continued to
          report on the issue on 16/7. The Express mentioned a form 7
          student's complaint about UST's Business School of providing
          excessive conditional offers, making it almost impossible for
          other students to have a chance to get into the Business School.
          Sing Tao Daily carried the same complaint but did not mentioned
          that the complaint was against UST. A UST spokesman was quoted
          explaining that the complaint was a case of misunderstanding and
          UST had closely followed the rules in making conditional offers.

          (Note: The same complaint was also filed to Ming Pao, Oriental
          Daily, Wah Kiu Yat Po and the Next Magazine. They all agreed not
          to publish it after listening to our explanation.)

3.   UST performs well in the admission of new UG students
          Three Papers (20/7), Sing Tao Daily, Ming Pao and Wah Kiu Yat Po
          reported on the conditional offer screening results released by
          JUPAS. Both Sing Tao Daily and Ming Pao quoted a UST spokesman
          saying that the acceptance rate was very encouraging as it had
          increased from 76.8% in 1992 to 85.7% this year.

4.   Chairman of UST Student Union interviewed
          Ming Pao (10/7) carried an interview with Mr K S Lin, Chairman of
          the student union, in which he talked about the union and his life
          at UST.

5.   UST is a good choice for PG students
          In her answer to an enquiry from a student, the writer of a column
          on education in Oriental Daily (10/7) commented that despite its
          short history, UST has been able to recruit high quality faculty
          members from overseas thus making it the best choice for local PG
          students.

6.   Regional Conference on the Development and Interactions of Futures,
     Options, Warrants and Stock Markerts in HK, Chinese Mainland and Taiwan
          Oriental Daily (11/7), Sing Tao Daily (11/7) and United Daily
          (10/7) reported this conference which would be held at UST between



          26 and 27/8.

7.   UST's training programme for Hainan officials
          Huanan Jungji Journal (10/7) also picked up our press release on
          the successful completion of Social Science's Executive
          Development Programme for Hainan Senior Governemnt Officials.
          (The programme was mentioned in review nos. 26 and 27 and 28/93.)

8.   Mr Bobby Sham of OPA talks about pin hole camera
          HK Economic Times (15/7) carried an interview with Mr Sham in
          which he talked about his "home made" pin hole camera.

9.   Dr K C Wei of Finance & Econ. talks about the risks and rewards in
     investments in China
          HK Economic Journal (7/7) carried Dr Wei's article on this topic.

10.  Dr K C Wei of Finance & Econ. talks bout the recent austerity in
     Chinese economy and the "bubble phenomenon"
          HK Economic Journal (14/7) carried Dr Wei's article on this topic.

11.  UST student receives JAL scholarship
          Both Sing Pao and Oriental Daily (15/7) reported briefly
          that three HK students, including Miss Wan Pui-shan of UST
          received the JAL scholarship.

12.  SAO's Residential Workshop on Job Search
          Ming Pao carried a short feature written by a second year student
          on the workshop. He said being the first batch of students to
          graduate next year, he and his peers would face a great challenge.
          He commented that the workshop was very useful.

13.  UST featured in an education exhibition
          In a feature in Ming Pao (3/7) on a recent exhibition held at
          Kowloon Park on the development in education in HK, the writer
          mentioned that UST was featured in a special publication published
          by the Urban Council for the event.

14.  Digital backs university computer research
          IT Asia (6/93) reported that UST, CUHK and CPHK had been selected
          to take part in Digital Equipment Corporation's worldwide Alpha
          Innovator's Programme.
          (This item was mentioned in review no. 21/93.)

15.  Survey on F.6 students
          Sing Tao Daily (9/7) revealed the findings of a survey conducted
          by the paper on 52 F.6 students. The paper noted that 67.3%, 21.2%
          and 11.5% of the interviewees made HKU, CUHK and UST as their
          first choice respectively. The paper added that about 1/3 of the
          students opined that UST's Business School is the best in HK.

16.  A visit to UST
          The Final Report on HK - Singapore Study Tour 1992 carried a
          2-page report on the group's visit to UST.

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or ext. 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded



here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. The only English dailies in HK are South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong Standard (HKS).


